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Friday 17th May          Gavin Grift & Kylie Lipsombe

Session One: The Power of Professional Learning 
Communities 
Audience: P–12 Teachers & Leaders
Whether you are just beginning to build a PLC, or need to regroup for your next 

steps, this workshop provides practical knowledge based on the three big ideas 

that drive a PLC. This session will build staff understanding of what it means to 

work in a Professional Learning Community and incorporates research and best 

practices to provide you with effective strategies to achieve high-level learning 

for all students.

Session Two: From Collegiality to Collaboration in a 
Professional Learning Community 
Audience: P–12 Teachers & Leaders
This session will build staff capacity to work interdependently within high-per-

forming collaborative teams committed to continuous improvement. Partici-

pants will learn the difference between collegiality and collaboration, identify 

the right people for Professional Learning Teams, create structures that support 

the work and get results, and defi ne the appropriate work to get those results.

Gavin Grift is currently the Director of Professional Learning for Hawker Brownlow Professional 
Learning Solutions and the International Outreach Coordinator for The Center of Cognitive Coaching. 
He has worked as a classroom teacher and Assistant Principal, Cluster Educator and Educational 
Consultant for change and school improvement in Australia and the United Kingdom. Gavin has 
worked with over 30 schools and several regions on Professional Learning Communities and has been 
facilitating Cognitive Coaching for the past seven years.

Kylie Lipscombe is an experienced teacher, university lecturer, consultant and writer and has 
worked in both primary and secondary schools across Australia. She currently works at the University of 
Wollongong as an educational consultant with much of her consultancy focusing on literacy, leadership 
and Professional Learning Communities.  Kylie works with schools across Australia supporting the 
implementation of Professional Learning Communities.

Session Three: Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap in a Professional Learning Community 
Audience: P–12 Teachers & Leaders
A school’s fundamental purpose is to ensure high levels of learning for all students. In this session participants 

will focus on Common Formative Assessments and SMART goals, understand what it means to be learner 

centred and results oriented, and recognise a systematic approach to interventions, from the classroom to 

the whole school.

Register online today! www.hbe.com.au/conference
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Saturday 18th May

Session One: Why This? Why Now? Why Bother? 
The Power of Professional Learning Communities
Audience: P–12 Teachers & Leaders
Often, the greatest challenge to building a Professional Learning Commu-

nity is convincing teachers that collaboration is something more than “just 

another program our principal is making us try”. This session tackles three key 

questions that sceptics on any faculty are bound to ask and offers tangible sug-

gestions about the fundamental steps that any school needs to take in order to 

ensure that their own PLCs succeed.

Session Two: We’re Meeting. Now What? 
A Look Inside a Learning Team
Audience: P–12 Teachers & Leaders 
For many teachers, professional learning team meetings can be nothing short 

of overwhelming! Not used to making collective decisions, teams struggle to 

organise their work together and begin to question the benefi t of a school’s 

decision to restructure as a professional learning community. In this session, 

participants explore the kinds of actions that learning teams take to make their 

meetings successful.

William Ferriter is currently a year six teacher in a PLC at Work™ school in North Carolina. 
Bill’s workshops include PLCs; how to use blogs, wikis and podcasts in the classroom; the role 
of iTunes in teaching and learning; and the power of digital movie-making. Bill has been Regional 
Teacher of the Year in North Carolina, and his blog, The Tempered Radical, earned Best Teacher 
Blog of 2008 from Edublogs.

Session Three: Structuring Meaningful Professional Learning Teams for Every Teacher
Audience: P–12 Teachers & Leaders
In this session, participants will explore three different models for creating meaningful professional learning teams for singletons and teachers in small schools: The 

creation of vertical teams studying skills that cross content areas, designing class loads that allow teachers to teach the same subjects, and using electronic tools 

to pair teachers with peers working in the same subject area. It also focuses on how leaders can facilitate and support PLCs.

William Ferriter

Meet the Speakers

Saturday 18th - Sunday 19th May

Saturday 18 May
Session One: The Pursuit of Professional Learning Communities: Becoming Part of the Movement!
The idea of learning and growing together has become an evolving educational movement. This session presents ten criteria for you to consider and use as a 

brief audit to determine how far you are progressing along the learning community road. 

Sunday 19 May
Session One: The Pursuit of Professional Learning Communities: Becoming Part of the Movement! (Repeat)*
*See Timothy Kanold; Saturday 18 May; Session One for details 

Session Two: The Three Secrets to a Great School Leadership Life! 
Whether you are a teacher or administrator it is a life that must be lived and practised now, but can only be understood for its impact later. This inspirational 

message will challenge each attendee to consider three PLC legacy-building practices: Responding positively to failure, preventing deep regret and building a 

path of trust and enduring inspiration. 

Session Three: The Leader’s Most Potent Weapon – Creating and Sustaining Vision!
The successful implementation of the vision you hold for your school begins with knowing your own Teachable Points of View (TPOVs) and expected behaviours 
for every teacher, leader and educator. This session helps connect you to your personal TPOV, and highlights the importance of connecting decision-making and 

good judgments to the vision.

Timothy Kanold, PhD, is an award-winning educator, author and consultant. He is 
former director of mathematics and science, and served as superintendent of Adlai E. Ste-
venson High School, a model professional learning community district in Lincolnshire, Illinois. 
He conducts highly motivational professional development leadership seminars worldwide 
with a focus on turning school vision into realised action. Dr Kanold received the prestigious 
international 2010 Damen Award for outstanding contributions to leadership in education.

Timothy Kanold
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Resources

Role of PLCs in Advancing 21st 
Richard DuFour • 9781742391977

The foundation of a professional learning community is the three big 
ideas: a focus on learning, a collaborative culture and a focus on results. 
The knowledge and skills essential to the success of students has been 
articulated by the Partnership for 21st Century Skills. In this keynote 
session from the 21st Century Learning Institute on 12 October 2010 
Richard DuFour asserts that traditional school culture is not designed to 
deliver those outcomes. For students to acquire essential skills, schools 
must organise into PLCs. This set includes a 71-minute DVD with the video 
session and a CD with materials to support team or individual professional 
learning, including the presenter’s PowerPoint, an excerpt from the book 
21st Century Skills: Rethinking How Students Learn and relevant web 
links.

Building a Professional Learning 
Community at Work: A Guide to 
the First Year 
Robert Earker, Gayle Karhanek, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour • 9781742395425

Get a term-by-term guide to transforming your school into a professional 
learning community! Discover answers to the real-world questions that 
arise during that critical fi rst year of building a PLC. Discover how to 
transform the big ideas of Professional Learning Communities into reality 
within the confi nes of your school. This guide helps educators through 
the practical steps that need to be taken, and gives tips to help teams 
as they start to work collaboratively rather than individually. Get advice 
from the experts on how to overcome the frustrations that inevitably arise, 
and rejoice in the triumphs experienced as the road towards becoming a 
Professional Learning Community continues.

Whatever It Takes: How Professional 
Learning Communities Respond 
When Kids Don’t Learn 
Richard DuFour  • 9781741708684

You know what the iGeneration in your classroom looks like. They’re 
turning to the Internet fi rst and the library second. Their minds are 
working fast, but not always deeply or accurately. Yet teachers can 
capture the attention of the iGeneration and help them grow by integrating 
technology into classrooms in a way that focuses on the skills that have 
been important for decades. Find the natural overlap between the work 
you already believe in and the Web 2.0 digital tools that defi ne tomorrow’s 
learning. Each chapter introduces an enduring skill: information fl uency, 
persuasion, communication, collaboration and problem solving. Then, the 
authors present a digital solution that can be used to enhance traditional 
skill-based instructional practices.

Leadership in PLCs at Work: 

A Multimedia Kit 
Richard DuFour  • SOT4856

This invaluable kit contains the Learning by Doing Handbook for 
Professional Learning Communities at Work, helping educators close 
the knowing-doing gap as they transform their schools into professional 
learning communities (PLCs). Hand in hand with this is the Facilitators 
Guide, which contains a hands on training guide, a CD and DVD showing 
a short video of exactly what collaborative teams in professional learning 
communities do. Also included is unscripted footage of real meetings, 
interspersed with key points from PLC print resources, brings the 
concept of collaboration to life

The Five Disciplines of PLC Leaders 
Timothy Kanold  • 9781742391861

Just as it takes discipline to successfully run a marathon 
or to master a musical instrument, effective leadership in 
a professional learning community (PLC) requires practice, 
patience and skill. In The Five Disciplines of PLC Leaders, 
Timothy D. Kanold provides a complete, focused system for 
developing PLC leadership. By engaging with and pursuing 
the fi ve core disciplines of PLC leadership, readers will: Clarify 
their own vision for the PLC and align daily practices with 
their goals; Develop the skills to balance competing priorities 
and forge common purpose among diverse stakeholders; 
Learn how to foster networks of commitment within the 
community; Discover strategies for cultivating individual and 
team autonomy within a culture of accountability.

Raising the Bar and Closing the 
Gap: Whatever it Takes  
Robert Earker, Gayle Karhanek, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour • 9781742395425

This sequel to the best-selling Whatever It Takes: How 
Professional Learning Communities Respond When Kids Don’t 
Learn expands on original ideas and develops new insights 
on the pyramid of interventions strategy. The authors explore 
the following questions: Is the PLC improvement process 
sustainable? Is this improvement process transferable? How 
should we enrich and extend the learning of students who 
are profi cient? What prerequisite framework must be put 
in place in order for schools to create effective systems of 
intervention and enrichment? Case studies of schools and 
students just like yours provide powerful evidence of the 
effectiveness of PLC intervention strategies.

Professional Learning Communities 
at Work: Best Practices for 
Enhancing Student Achievement   
Robert Earker, Richard DuFour • 9781741708707

This book guides you through recommendations from the 
best practices found in schools nationwide for continuously 
improving school performance. The book provides specifi c, 
practical ‘how-to’ information about transforming schools 
into results-oriented professional learning communities, 
including curriculum development, teacher preparation, school 
leadership, professional development programs, school-parent 
partnerships and assessment practices. Professional Learning 
Communities at Work is an invaluable resource for learning 
how to reorganise schools so that they can support more 
powerful student learning.

Revisiting Professional Learning 
Communities at Work: New Insights 
for Improving Schools
Robert Eaker, Rebecca DuFour, Richard DuFour • 9781742392592

This tenth anniversary sequel to the authors’ best-selling book 
Professional Learning Communities at Work, also available from 
Hawker Brownlow Education, merges research and practice to 
offer the most extensive, practical and authoritative examination 
of how schools at all levels can use the Professional Learning 
Communities concept to improve learning, both for students and 
the adults who serve them. It draws upon new insights gleaned 
from the authors’ ongoing work in real schools and districts across 
North America that have consistently demonstrated the impressive 
power of Professional Learning Communities and its relevance to 
schools and teachers worldwide, including here in Australia.

SOT1977

$150.00

SOT7085

$40.00

SOT8680

$39.95

SOT4856

$200.00

SOT1861

$32.95

SOT5425

$35.95

SOT8702

$39.95

SOT2592

$45.95

Learning by Doing: A Handbook for 
Professional Learning Communities 
at Work, 2nd Edition 
Richard DuFour • 9781742397177

Learning by Doing: A Handbook for Professional Learning 
Communities at Work is the best-selling guide for action that 
helps educators close the knowing-doing gap as they transform 
their schools into professional learning communities (PLCs). 
This second edition responds to the authors continuous work 
with educators to update and clarify the PLC implementation 
process by providing a deeper understanding of common PLC 
challenges and how to resolve them, revised and expanded 
charts for tracking PLC progress, protocols for team analysis 
of student achievement and updated research.

SOT7177

$42.95 

Getting Started: Reculturing 
Schools to Become Professional 
Learning Communities 
Robert Earker, Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour • 9781741708677

This book comprehensively answers the question that many schools 
ask when seeking to transform themselves into Professional Learning 
Communities: Where do we begin? The authors focus on the cultural 
shifts that must take place as schools and their staffs move from more 
traditional ways of doing things to functioning as Professional Learning 
Communities, or PLCs. The book includes suggestions for fi nding the 
time for transformation, lessons learned from one school that made the 
transition and a conversation with the authors that answers many of the 
typical, frequently asked questions asked by professionals considering the 
shift toward establishing Professional Learning Communities

SOT8672

$24.95
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Order form

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about 

future workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Terms of Trade
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

•  For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand 

dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).

• Full money-back guarantee.

•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our 

website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to 

view the fi rst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.
•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept 

undamaged returns for full credit or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on 
approval.  Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within 
Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

To Contact our Sales Rep

 VIC contact reception on Toll Free 

Ph: 1800 334 603 

or reception@hbe.com.au

NSW contact Judy Morrissey 

on 0414 424 160 

or nsw1@hbe.com.au

QLD contact Karen Hofmann 

on 0439 889 190 

or qld1@hbe.com.au

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400

Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445

Website: http://www.hbe.com.au

Email: orders@hbe.com.au ABN: 70 495 007 372

Attention  .............................................................................................. 

Order Number .......................................................................................

Name of School ....................................................................................

Address ................................................................................................

.............................................  State ....................P/Code ......................

Country  ................................................................................................

Email: ...................................................................................................

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!

If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, 
you can now order online and pay using that account.

TOTAL (plus freight)     $

QTY CODE TITLE PRICE

SOT7177 Learning by Doing: A Handbook for Professional Learning 
Communities at Work, 2nd Edition $42.95

SOT8672 Getting Started: Reculturing Schools to Become 
Professional Learning Communities $24.95

SOT1861 The Five Disciplines of PLC Leaders $32.95
SOT1977 Role of PLCs in Advancing 21st $150.00
SOT5425 Raising the Bar and Closing the Gap: Whatever it Takes  $35.95

SOT7085 Building a Professional Learning Community at Work: A 
Guide to the First Year $40.00

SOT8702 Professional Learning Communities at Work: Best Practices 
for Enhancing Student Achievement  $39.95

SOT8680 Whatever It Takes: How Professional Learning Communities 
Respond When Kids Don’t Learn $39.95

SOT2592 Revisiting Professional Learning Communities at Work: New 
Insights for Improving Schools $45.95

SOT4856 Leadership in PLCs at Work: A Multimedia Kit $200.00

12-138-09

At the 10th Annual Thinking & 
Learning conference you have the 

opportunity to select whether you 

would like to attend;

One- or Two-Day Institutes OR  
1 and a half hour Workshops
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